Aseem Beetan, Assistant Administrative Officer (One IAAD One System)

Mr. Aseem Beetan is a Bachelor of Technology in Computer Science from National Institute of Technology, Jalandhar. He joined this institute in April 2020 as AAO (OIOS) on deputation from the Office of the Accountant General (Audit), Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh.

Work Profile:

Prior to joining the IA&AD, he had worked for Samsung Research Institute, as a Software Engineer. He joined IA&AD in 2018 as an Assistant Audit Officer in the Office of AG (Audit), Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh where he had been part of a field audit party conducting Theme Based Audits (TBA).

At RTI Jammu, he is responsible for hand-holding of the institute’s user offices for the roll out of OIOS.

His areas of interest include Data Science and Artificial Intelligence, among others.

He has delivered training sessions on Data Analytics (Knime) in this institute.